
The Great Ron Paris Tuning Tips!

Written by crackerbesiboss
Wednesday, 07 July 2004 04:00 - Last Updated Sunday, 22 June 2008 20:38

Every application will have it’s own unique requirements, even two IDENTICAL set ups can and
most likely will have at least slightly different 
settings. 

Please see tech tips following the article below [from our web site] 
I would like to address what seems to be the # 1 mistake we encounter in engine tuning is...

  

Carburetor Needle balance: 

It has come to our attention some racers are making the mistake of setting the idle speed
opening to wide [high idle] and setting the bottom 
end too rich! 
This will give a false normal idle speed even though the speed is set to high because it
“loads up” the engine with excess fuel causing the idle 
to be lower than set! 

The end result is a very unstable idling engine that surges and may cut out as full throttle
is applied because the over rich bottom end can 
disguise a too lean TOP end setting!!! 
Let’s address this a little more in depth! 

Idle speed opining set too wide: 

It is possible too set the idle screw adjustment in to far but yet the idle speed is not
high! 

Even though the air regulation [carb barrel or slide] may be set to a position that would
normally equal a vary fast idle, the idle is low because 
the low speed mixture adjustment is set so rich that the engine loads up with excess fuel
and the engine goes into what’s commonly called a 
four cycle idle. 
One tell tail sign of this is if after reving up the completely warmed up engine it tends to
idle fast for a few seconds then drops to lower idle 
speed. 
[Here we go again with the written sound effects ] 
Something like da..da..da..da..da..da..da..da then it drops to da….da….da….da [if it were
sheet music it would be like dropping from 8 beatsper measure to 4 beats per measure] 

If you start leaning the bottom end a little at a time [then repeat the reving up and idle
test] and it takes longer before the idle drops your going 
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in the right direction! 

Eventually as you keep leaning the bottom the idle will stay to high, now it is time to
lower the idle to were it belongs by re adjusting the idle 
screw! 

CAUTION!!!! 

Now that you have the idle set correctly the top end may be too lean!!! 
Keep in mind the fuel does not directly enter the cylinder area like a 4 stroke engine, it
enters the crankcase area first then is transferred or 
pumped up to the cylinder area by the piston movement. 
Simply put, the crank case volume can hold much more capacity than the cylinder so it
takes some time to burn off the residual fuel. 
In other words if the bottom end is to rich the engine will be supplied by this residual fuel
briefly and depending on the demand you may be 
actually be experiencing a lean condition on the top end that can range from: 

1. Seems to run well but engine life is short 

2. Seems to run well but car continues to get hotter the longer you run to the point of
overheat! 

3. Seems to run ok on the bottom but sputters starves or strains to gain rpm 

4. Seems to run ok on the bottom but when I give full throttle it cuts out or stalls 

[An overly rich top end can act the same as 3 & 4 but excessive smoke and oil are
usually present with a distinct blubbering sound] 

There is no reason for an engine to continually get hotter unless the tune is wrong
[classic #2. symptom] or there is a mechanical problem 
causing more load or drag on the engine as the run continues. 

Exception Note: if the weather or track conditions change DRAMATICLY. {Examples} 

A light drizzle starts and the off road track goes from a very dry loose to high traction
condition, or during a race a rapid weather front like a ten 
degree change! 

It is very important to fully warm up your engine, clutch and chassis 
before making finale adjustments. 

The chassis in most applications also works like a heat sink to the engine so it is
important to fully saturate the chassis!!! 
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I like to start the engine at least 3 or 4 minutes before our qualifier to get some heat in
the engine. 
[Operate the throttle by hand until you have radio frequency clearance] 
It still takes at least 2 to 3 minutes of hard running on the track to fully saturate the
chassis! 

There is a series of restrictions to control fuel flow at different throttle/air flow positions
called needles These are the five basic parts of the carb to concern yourself with: 

1.The slide or barrel [regulates the amount of air to enter the engine controlled by the
servo] It simply blocks off the airflow to the engine proportional to how far it is open or
closed. 

2. The idle/air speed screw [sets the absolute minimum air the barrel/slide can control to
maintain idle speed] It simply is an adjustment screw that comes in contact with the side
at the nearly closed/idle position. 

3. The high speed needle [regulates maximum fuel flow allowed to enter engine at any
throttle position] It simply is a tapered needle that screws into the fuel flow orifice [an
adjustable restriction] This maximum fuel flow ideally is adjusted to the correct mixture
ratio for the surrounding conditions at WIDE OPEN THROTTLE or WOT There are two
more devices’ the low speed or minimum spray bar and the mid range needle that restrict
or control the fuel further at less than 
full throttle. 

4. The low speed needle [regulates fuel to engine at idle] 
The low speed adjustment simply restricts the flow at idle speed. 
If you look down the bore of the carb you will see a long tapered needle [except for Picco
torque carbs] When the carb barrel/slide is closed the larger part or diameter portion of
the long tapered needle is inserted into the spray bar, this is what’s adjusted when you
turn the low speed/minimum adjustment. It literally moves either the tapered needle OR
spray bar farther in or out changing the restriction independent of the barrel/side
position. 

This leans [more restriction] or richens [less restriction] the flow from the 
spray bar at idle. 

NOTE: some carbs the spray bar is moved and others the needle assembly is moved,
both have the same effect. 

5. The mid range needle [regulates fuel to engine after idle and before full fuel position.
Notice as you open and close the carb the tapered needle [mentioned above in item 4.]
enters into a small tube this is called the spray bar/jet. This spray bar is were ALL the
fuel enters the airflow stream regulated by the high speed, mid range and idle/minimum
adjustments! 
Normally somewhere between ½ and ¾ throttle open position the needle is completely
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out of the spray bar, This is what is called full fuel 
position or FFP [at this point 100% of the mixture is controlled by the high speed
needle. 

On many carbs the low speed and midrange are not independently adjustable so the mid
rage is a factor of the needle taper and is engineered by the factory. On some SLIDE
carbs there is both independent spray bar and mid range needle adjustments. CAUTION:
be very careful with these type carbs!!! You can identify them easily because there are
four adjusting screws! {Continued on page 2} 

Page 1 

One each for the: 

High speed/top end [normally sticks up some what vertical] 
Idle/air speed [normally a much smaller screw entering the carb at an angle] 

Low speed/minimum [located in the end of the slide OR on the opposite end of the carb
body] 

Midrange [also located in the end of the slide OR on the opposite end of the carb body] 

Note: 

if there are adjustments on both the slide and the carb body one is an adjustable mid
range and the other the low speed!!! Check with 
the engine manufacture before attempting to adjust these types of carbs! 
It is very important not to use the mid screw to adjust the low end by mistake; it is very
easy to get the carb way out of sync. Normally I recommend not attempting to adjust the
mid range even if your carb is so equipped, the gains are VERY small and mostly limited
to minute midrange drivability/economy changes that only the most sophisticated driver
will recognize! 

The negative is a carb that is so screwed up only an expert can get it back in tune! 

Please note the above descriptions will apply to 99% of the modern car carbs being
manufactured as of this writing with the exception of the 
Picco TORQUE carb that use’s no mid range needle at all. 

It utilizes a fuel management ramp built into the slide; the carb also has two completely
independent fuel delivery spray bars/jets. 
I wish I could tell every one exactly how to tune their engine but I cannot! 
My hope with this article is if I can help racers to more understand How your carb works,
all the other instructions and guides will make more 
sense! 
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Optimal carburetor settings: 

There is no such thing with any size or brand engine that has a predetermined optimal
carb. Setting! If there were, all engines would come 
without adjustments. There are many variables that must be taken into consideration.
Glow plug, fuel type and nitro, manifold type and length, 
pipe type and were the pressure filing is, clutch adjustment, gear ratios, tire size,
ambient humidity, temperature and altitude etc, etc, etc. 
The point I'm trying to make is no one can tell you were to “set the Carb” only some one
they’re with you can fine-tune it! BUT IT IS NOT THAT HARD IT ONLY SOUNDS
COMPLICATED. 95% of all problems are that the directions were not followed correctly. 

Ideal engine temperature: 

First let me say that there is no IDEAL temperature for any engine. 
There are many variables that affect it; Ambient temp, fuel type and nitro content, altitude
& barometric pressure, Pipe/manifold type and setting, clutch setting, glow-plug, gear
ratio, available traction, How hard your driving, on road or off road Etc. Etc. 

All information is based on the Paris/Exergin probe; it is the only probe designed for
model engines and has worldwide patented Emisivity compensation. We tested dozens
of devices before we started working with Exergin and introduced infrared tuning to the
model industry. 

All of the following conditions MUST be met before any temperature can be considered
correct, the engine is assumed to be in good shape. 

1} There must be a visible trail of smoke when accelerating from EVERY corner. 

2} The idle is stable. 

3} The glow plug wire stays somewhat shiny and the coil stays round [UN-distorted] 

4} The performance is good. 
Picco on road average conditions 20 to 40% nitro 205 to 230 degrees f 
Picco off road average conditions 20 to 30% nitro 215 to 250 degrees f 
Nova on road average conditions 20 to 40% nitro 220 to 260 degrees f 
Nova off road average conditions 20 to 30% nitro 230 to 270 degrees f 

How to “READ” your glow plug: 

OS and Turbo glow plugs go gray sooner [easier] than McCoy plugs; this is not
necessarily bad. Actually when A new plug wire just goes slightly gray after a 5 or 10
minute hard run it means your very close to an optimal horsepower tune, but be careful
the next step is TOO LEAN! 
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My rule of thumb. 

1} Wire and surrounding bottom of plug wet, with like new shiny wire = rich side of
optimum power 85% 

2} Wire and surrounding bottom of plug starting to dry and wire starting to gray = Very
close to optimum power 95% 

3} Wire and surrounding bottom of plug dry, wire totally gray but not distorted optimum
power 100% 

4} Wire and surrounding bottom of plug dry, wire distorted = slightly lean DANGER! 

5} Wire and surrounding bottom of plug dry, wire broken and distorted or burnt up =
extremely lean possible engine damage! 

Note: You can only “Read” your plug in a nearly new state [Wire like new and shiny] A
gray plug can still operate well. After it has totally gone gray, performance can start to
fall off. To test just put in a new plug and if there is no difference in performance save the
gray one or put it back in. 

If your engine does not feel or run right tray a new plug before making major tune
changes Effects of changing manifold to pipe length: 

Rule of thumb: 

Longer manifold = more bottom end torque. [At the expense of some rpm] 

Shorter manifold = more top end rpm [at the expense of some torque] 

BUT you can go to far with either direction causing the engine to run erratic or HOT! You
must keep it in the “sweet spot” 

Bottom line: 
there is no set length for every engine or pipe, experiment with the length to suit your
driving style or track needs. 

Does it mater were you put the pressure fitting in your pipe: 

If you’re talking about a single chamber pipe like the Associated or Paris AL12T no big
deal. 

But if you’re talking a two-chamber pipe, and you go from one chamber to the other you
will have to re tune the engine. Even then it is not a big deal once it is tuned for that
location there is little if any performance difference. [It is all relative to available pressure
Vs needle setting] I recommend tapping into the first chamber on two chamber pipes [the
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intake side] were the pipe is at its largest diameter. The second chamber has more
constant pressure but can be more difficult to tune in high altitude or fast changing
weather conditions. 

Be patient. Tuning is the hardest part of gas racing, and is the first secret to race winning
results. If you are a beginner, it is highly recommended that you ask your hobby shop or
an experienced modeler for help. 
Three last tips 

1 Be sure engine is warmed up before tuning 

2 always tune from rich to lean. When in doubt, richen up the maximum needle (top end) 

3 If you have to turn minimum spray bar (low end) in more than three to four turns from
flush, it is a indication the slide adjustment is too loose and 
needs resetting (Picco Torque carburetor only). 

Good Racing, 
Ron Paris 
Paris racing products
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